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ABOUT EUDY 

32,24%

The European Union of the Deaf Youth is a European non-profit
organization whose membership comprises the Youth National
Associations of the Deaf and Youth Section of National
Associations of Deaf people in Europe. Established in 1987, EUDY is
the only organization representing the interests of Deaf Youth
living in Europe. 

EUDY strives to foster the personal development of young Deaf
persons with sign language in Europe and to further mutual
understanding to advance and protect the rights of Deaf people
and opportunities for young Deaf people in Europe. EUDY also
offers activities for Deaf young people, which is very beneficial for
many Deaf young people across Europe as they do not always
have the opportunity for international youth exchanges. Find more
information via www.eudy.info.

ABOUT CNJS-FPAS 
The National Commission of Deaf Youth (Comissão Nacional de
Juventude Surda - CNJS) is an organization that belongs to the
Portuguese Federation of Associations of the Deaf (Federação
Portuguesa das Associações de Surdos - FPAS). The CNJS,
founded on July 20th, 2013, has the autonomy to carry out its
activities, except for financial matters which are supervised by the
FPAS. The CNJS represents the Deaf Youth in Portugal, at both
national and international levels, and develops activities for them
in Portugal. Additionally, the CNJS aims to promote the cohesion of
the Deaf Youth movement, including the Deaf Youth departments
in local clubs, and to fight for the rights of Deaf Youth.

http://www.eudy.info/


PARTICIPANTS
The participants of the Youth Camp must be 18 years and older on
the first day of the camp. The participants who are 18 years old
before the camp date and the participants who are 30 years old
during camp are welcome. This means that a 30-year-old person
who will be turning 31 in the camp cannot join.

THEME
The main theme of this activity is climate change. Participants will
learn the impact the climate change has on their lives, particular
on the youth work and the democratic processes. By bringing in
deaf environmentalists during the international activity we aim to
achieve aims of the project. These knowledgeable people can
stimulate the participants to become more aware of the climate
issue and to undertake action. Examples of said actions are group
work to make impact videos for deaf people around Europe and
the banning of plastic one-use materials, such as cups during the
international activity. With leading by example we also aim to
educate the young participants. Having this international activity
is an ideal opportunity to learn from different countries, cultures,
and perspectives. Different lectures, debates, and workshops
around diverse topics related to climate change will be organised
during the international activity.



OUR LOGO

The logo represents the sign for “tree”, and this represents the
need for the world's deaf community to be green. Green can have
several meanings: equality, diversity, and a healthy and positive
environment. The statue is based on the city of Almada's famous
'Christ the King' statue, but our statue does not have a face
because we wanted it to represent everyone. The red bridge in the
logo symbolises the bridge between the deaf community and the
world, as well as between people of different cultures. It is also the
bridge near our accommodation! Our main theme will be “ECO-
DEAF”. Through our ECO-DEAF and green themes, we strive to fight
to end barriers we face.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ_the_King_(Almada)


LOCATION
HI Hostel Almada - Pousada de Juventude

Quinta do Bucelinho Pragal
2805-358 Almada, Portugal

Check-in: 
Before 18:00 Portugal time

(UTC + 0) on 10th August 2023
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PROVISIONAL PROGRAM 

* The program is subject to change, which will be shared in future announcements.



CAMP + GA FEES 
Camp Fees (10. - 20. August 2023):
Includes meals, accommodation, workshops/lectures, and GA
attendance (delegate/observer). Does NOT include flights and
transport.

Country A's Participant: €450
Country B's Participant: €400

Note: Camp fees remain the same for participants who are also GA
delegates.

GA Observer Information:
Camp participants who are not delegates can choose to attend the GA
as observers. This is not mandatory but highly recommended, as it
offers a valuable learning experience. The camp fees already cover the
cost of attending the GA as an observer.

GA Delegate-Only Fees (17. - 20. August 2023):
For delegates attending ONLY the GA as their country's representative.

Country A's Delegate: €200
Country B's Delegate: €150

Flight Coverage for CoE List Countries:
Up to 3 participants per country; coverage up to €150 per person.

Note: This coverage is part of the CoE project, which provides funding to
selected countries. Participants must follow certain administrative
procedures to receive reimbursement, including submission of flight
documentation and receipts. Once all required documents have been
submitted and verified, the reimbursement process is handled by EUDY.

Please ensure that you have followed these procedures in order to be
reimbursed for your flight. More detailed information on the process
and required documents will be provided in the next announcement.



CAMP + GA FEES 
Funding Updates:
EYF (CoE) funding has been approved.
Erasmus+ project results will be known by early June.

If your country is involved in an Erasmus+ project, keep to the agreed
number of participants. We will keep you informed of further details.

Camp fees may be reduced based on Erasmus+ approval and other
funding sources. An announcement regarding possible fee reductions
will be made in our third or upcoming announcement, depending on
when information on funding approvals becomes available.

For the complete list of countries under each category, please refer to
the next page.

If you have any questions or need assistance in determining your
country's category or understanding the GA observer option, please do
not hesitate to contact us via email ycamp23@eudy.info



A B

Austria Albania

Belgium Bulgaria

Czech Republic Croatia

Denmark Hungary

Estonia Koscovo

Finland Latvia

France Portugal

Germany Romania

Iceland Slovak Republic

Ireland Serbia

Italy  

Lithuania  

Malta  

The Netherlands  

Norway  

Slovenia  

Spain  

Sweden  

Switzerland  

United Kingdom  

LIST OF A & B COUNTRIES 

*This A&B countries list is adopted at EUDY GA 2021.



THE LIST OF PARTICIPANTS PER
MEMBER ORGANISATION: 

Erasmus+ & CoE countries Number of participants per 
country

Portugal (HOST) 5

Belgium 5

Bulgaria 5

Croatia 5

Czechia 5

Estonia 5

France 5

Germany 5

Italy 5

Romania 5

Spain 5

Sweden 5

Different countries have different numbers of participants they are
allowed to send to the camp. Please see the list below.

We would like to emphasise the importance of finding the right
number of participants ahead of time.



The rest of EUDY member
organizations

Number of participants per
country

Albania 2

Austria 2

Finland 2

Hungary 2

Iceland 2

Ireland 2

Kosovo 2

Latvia 2

Norway 2

The Netherlands 2

Malta 2

Serbia 2

Switzerland 2

United Kingdom 2

CoE countries Number of participants per
country

Denmark 3

Lithuania 3

Slovakia 3



THE REGISTRATION
PROCESS

The link to the registration form for EUDY Youth Camp participants
will be shared with your country's YNAD. It is your country's YNAD's
responsibility to complete the registration form for their
participants correctly.

The deadline for registration is on 30 April at 23:59 CET

Every participant is required to read and understand safeguarding
regulations, which are included in this booklet. The camp's
Safeguarding Agreement form will be sent to every registered
participant and they have to sign it to participate in the camp.

EUDY and the OC would like to emphasise the importance of
diversity, including gender, BIPoC (Black, Indigenous, and People of
Colour), LGBTIQIA+, DeafBlind, and Deaf with additional disabilities.
We hope all YNADs will incorporate this in their selection process. If
you have any questions, please contact us via
ycamp23@eudy.info.



TRAVEL INFORMATION
Travelling to the camp is your responsibility, but we have two
suggested routes that you can take. You can visit our website for
more details. 

> Camp fee does not include transport costs.

ROUTE A
> Uber or Taxi (+/- 25 minutes)

ROUTE B
> First Metro (Line RED) Airport >> São Sebastião 
> Second Metro (Change to Line BLUE) São Sebastião >> Jardim Zoológico 
(Sete Rios)
> Tram FERTAGUS to PRAGAL 
> Walk +/- 20 minutes. 



SAFEGUARDING

To uphold EUDY's aim to provide safe spaces for every
individual, you are required to show respect for all people,
regardless of age, race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation,
religion, outlook on life, political beliefs or disability. 

Each individual's integrity and boundaries are respected.

All forms of discrimination (e.g. racism, sexism, Islamophobia,
etc.), sexual and physical harassment, and bullying are not
acceptable in EUDY's spaces.

EUDY's goal is for children and young people to be able to get
involved in voluntary and democratic communities and have an
influence on the society around them. Therefore, EUDY works for
the children and youth organisations to be able to realise their
purposes and to promote their common interests. EUDY bases its
work on the values of voluntariness, democracy, and diversity. In
order to best promote the organisation's purposes and values, it is
a goal that EUDY should be a safe organisation. This means being
a safe community for all participants in our activities and events
and creating a safe framework for external activities for
representatives, delegates, and employees.

Therefore, to maintain our goal of being a safe and inclusive
organisation, everyone is required to abide to the guidelines
outlined below:

EUDY'S VALUES



SAFEGUARDING

The Camp believes it is every individual's right to have a safe and
enjoyable time in the camp. Therefore, the Camp will be taking a
'zero tolerance' stance on all forms of discrimination and bullying
(a few examples are outlined below). Anyone who is caught doing
any of these things will be promptly dealt with: 

YOUTH CAMP REGULATIONS

1. ZERO TOLERANCE

* International Sign provided on 'Safeguarding' page on our website



SAFEGUARDING

Every individual has their own personal boundaries and values,
and the Camp requires all participants to respect them. Breaching
and disregarding them via slander and/or harassment (physical
and verbal) will not be tolerated. 

YOUTH CAMP REGULATIONS

2. RESPECT OTHERS' BOUNDARIES

The Camp is taking place on a reserved space that comes with its
own regulations. The Camp will inform the participants of these
regulations on the arrival day and the Camp will treat any
violation of the site's regulations as a violation of our own. Every
participant is also required to keep the site tidy, so clean up after
yourself.

3. RESPECT THE SPACE

The Camp expects every individual to participate in the program.
Failing to attend more than two activities with no legitimate
reason (i.e. a reason agreed upon with the OC team beforehand)
may lead to the participant's expulsion from the camp. 

The Camp also asks every participant to include each other in
activities to ensure an enjoyable experience for everyone involved.

3. CAMP PARTICIPATION



SAFEGUARDING

No alcohol will be permitted during the day. However, at the end of
a camp day, once all talks and activities of the day are done,
participants may drink responsibly. Any hangovers will not be
treated as a legitimate reason to miss the next day's activities (i.e.
if a participant does not turn up in an activity due to a hangover,
they will still be given a strike against them and, therefore, risking
expulsion). 

The Camp takes a 'zero tolerance' stance on drugs. Any
solicitation of drugs will be reported to the authorities in
accordance with the host country's laws. 

Smoking is only permitted in the designated smoking area, which
will be shown on the arrival day. 

YOUTH CAMP REGULATIONS

5. DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

The Camp asks all participants to inform us of any present
health/medical issues, including any medication taken and/or
allergies. All information will be kept confidential. However, if an
participant refuses to disclose their health/medical issues, the
Camp will not take responsibility of any health/medical
consequences that might occur.

6. DISCLOSING HEALTH/MEDICAL DETAILS



SAFEGUARDING

The Camp requires every participant to always notify an OC
member before leaving the site. This is to ensure everyone's safety
and security, as well as the staff's peace of mind.

YOUTH CAMP REGULATIONS

7. NOTIFYING STAFF

All participants may choose what to do in their free time, as long
as they are within the Camp's regulations. However, the Camp
asks every participant to be vigilant of their own safety (especially
around roads and on the beach) and notify a staff if they wish to
leave the site.

If a participant wishes to swim in the sea, the Camp implores that
they do not go to the beach alone as the sea can be
unpredictable, especially to a visitor to the area. 

8. FREE TIME

If you are harmed, witnessed a violation, or have concerns, please
speak to one of our safeguarding officers ASAP. They can be
identified by the white band on their arm. They will take every
report (both official and unofficial) seriously and they will follow
the correct safeguarding process and keep you updated
throughout the process.

9. REPORTING



SAFEGUARDING
EUDY AND THE YOUTH CAMP

TEAM'S PROMISE

Make every effort to preserve a safe space for every individual
of all backgrounds.

Take every complaint and concern (including against
ourselves) seriously and follow them up promptly - even after
the camp.

If an individual is harmed, reassure and inform the victim of the
safeguarding process and any decisions made to resolve and
secure the situation involving them.

To abide to EUDY's values and safeguarding regulations and
ensure a safe and enjoyable experience for all, we promise to:

The camp's Safeguarding Agreement form will be shared with the
third announcement. Please read and sign it when you receive it.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, 
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE.

* Please note that the Camp Safeguarding regulations are based on the draft Safeguarding
Guidelines from EUDY's project "Safeguarding Guidelines 2022," which have not yet been
formally adopted. However, we will be testing this version during the camp.



PRIVACY POLICY
The protection and confidential handling of your personal data is
important to us. We would therefore like to take this opportunity to
inform you about how, to what extent, and for what purpose EUDY,
FPAS, and the Youth Camp Organising Committee collect, process
and use this data. 

The European Union of the Deaf Youth, Federação Portuguesa das
Associações de Surdos, and the Youth Camp Organising
Committee declare to process your personal data, which is
collected when you register as a participant for EUDY Youth Camp
& General Assembly 2023 and footage of you captured in
compliance with legal regulations, in particular the guidelines set
out in the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Your
consent only applies to photos, videos and personal data, which
are your name, email address and phone number taken by the
EUDY. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1edIjr3hJkOKG1JoSev6iOmVluZgVc
E-_/view

Please sign the GDPR form and add this to the registration form.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1edIjr3hJkOKG1JoSev6iOmVluZgVcE-_/view


VACCINATIONS
For Portugal, there are currently no required vaccinations, but it is
encouraged to stay current on routine shots. For the moment, in
Portugal, there are no health restrictions. This information can be
subject to change, so we recommend that you check before
entering the country. In case of a situation where a rapid test or
PCR test is required, it will be paid by the participants themselves.
EUDY and the Organizing Committee are not responsible for this. 



CONTACT
If you have any questions, please feel free to get in touch with us!
Our email address is: ycamp23@eudy.info

OUR WEBSITE

THIRD CALL

For more information, you can
visit our website! 
 

The third call will be announced in June 2023

https://sites.google.com/eudy.info/ycamp2023

mailto:ycamp23@eudy.info

